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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a literature review on the use of depth for hand tracking and gesture recognition. The survey 

examines 37 papers describing depth-based gesture recognition systems in terms of (1) the hand localization and 

gesture classification methods developed and used, (2) the applications where gesture recognition has been 

tested, and (3) the effects of the low-cost Kinect and OpenNI software libraries on gesture recognition research. 

The survey is organized around a novel model of the hand gesture recognition process. In the reviewed 

literature, 13 methods were found for hand localization and 11 were found for gesture classification. 24 of the 

papers included real-world applications to test a gesture recognition system, but only 8 application categories 

were found (and three applications accounted for 18 of the papers). The papers that use the Kinect and the 

OpenNI libraries for hand tracking tend to focus more on applications than on localization and classification 

methods, and show that the OpenNI hand tracking method is good enough for the applications tested thus far. 

However, the limitations of the Kinect and other depth sensors for gesture recognition have yet to be tested in 

challenging applications and environments. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Hand gesture recognition is used in human-robot interaction (HRI) to create user interfaces that are natural to 

use and easy to learn [1]. Sensors used for hand gesture recognition include wearable sensors such as data 

gloves and external sensors such as video cameras. Data gloves can provide accurate measurements of hand 

pose and movement, but they require extensive calibration, restrict natural hand movement, and are often very 

expensive. Video-based gesture recognition addresses these issues, but presents a new problem: locating the 

hands and segmenting them from the background in an image sequence is a non-trivial task, in particular when 

there are occlusions, lighting changes, rapid motion, or other skin-colored objects in a scene (see Mitra [2] and 

Erol [3] for reviews of video-based methods). 

 

Depth images, either sensed directly with depth cameras such as the Microsoft Kinect, ASUS Xtion, or Mesa 

SwissRanger, or extracted from stereo video cameras, provide an alternative as they can function in several 

situations where video cameras cannot, such as in low or unpredictable lighting, and in environments with skin-

colored objects other than the hands (such as a face). However, there is no comprehensive study of the state of 

practice, such as reported in Wachs [1] for applications of video-based hand gestures. 

 

This paper surveys 37 papers that describe gesture types and classification using depth in order to answer three 

questions: 

 What methods are being used to achieve hand localization and gesture recognition with depth cameras? 

Note that hand localization is in this context a computer vision problem (albeit with depth instead of 

video cameras) and gesture recognition is a machine learning problem. 

 What applications and environments are researchers testing their methods in? Do they test them in 

situations where their depth-based methods have supposed advantages over video-based methods? Are 

the limitations of depth-based systems tested? 

 How has the release of the Kinect and associated libraries affected research in gesture recognition? By 

far the most popular depth sensor used is the Microsoft Kinect (it is used by 22 of the papers reviewed) 

and it comes with software libraries to perform hand and body tracking. However, it is not clear 

whether these libraries are being used or replaced by custom algorithms, and if so, why. 
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Figure 1: The components of a video- or depth-based hand gesture recognition and pose estimation system.  

 

This paper describes depth sensor types, hand localization methods, and gesture classification methods. 

This survey is organized according to our novel conceptual model of the major components of a hand gesture 

recognition system, shown in Figure 1. Depth-based hand gesture recognition begins with depth-image 

acquisition, which is dependent on the sensor being used (Sec. II). Then hand localization is performed on the 

acquired image sequence using tracking and segmentation methods (Sec. III). Finally, the segmented hand 

images and/or their tracked trajectories are classified as a particular gesture or pose, using McNeill’s gesture 

type taxonomy taken from the communication literature [4] (Sec. IV). Note that this review focuses on the 

components, shown in boldface, involved in gesture classification, which is the process that recognizes a set of 

poses and gestures from a predetermined gesture set. It does not explore 3D hand pose estimation, shown in 

gray, which aims to reconstruct a full Degree-of-Freedom 3D model of the hand’s posture. Sec. IV discusses the 

applications reported to date, and Sec. V details the conclusions. 

 

II. DEPTH SENSORS 
Five types of depth cameras and systems are used for hand tracking and gesture recognition in the literature 

reviewed, but the most prominently used sensor is the Kinect from Microsoft – due primarily to its low cost. All 

of the sensors and camera systems produce a sequence of depth images that are then used for hand localization. 

 

A. The Microsoft Kinect 

The Microsoft Kinect includes a QVGA (320x240) depth camera and a VGA (640x480) video camera, both of 

which produce image streams at 30 frames per second (fps). The depth camera (developed by PrimeSense1, and 

also used in the ASUS Xtion Pro2) works on the principle of structured light. An infrared (IR) light emitter 

projects a dense, non-uniform array of dots onto a scene, which are then detected by an IR camera. The spacing 

of these dots appears different for objects at different distances from the sensor. Since the pattern and spacing of 

the projected dots is known, internal processors can compare the spacing measured in the IR image to the known 

reference values, and compute the distance of each pixel in the scene. The sensor is limited by near and far 

thresholds for depth estimation, so the effective range is approximately 1.2 to 3.5 meters. Additionally, the 

sensor does not function well in bright sunlight because the overabundant light drowns out the projected IR dot 

pattern. 

 

Microsoft developed the Kinect for full-body tracking to be used for interacting with games, videos and menus 

on the Xbox 360 game console. The proprietary body-tracking methods developed for the Kinect, as well as 

access to the depth and video streams, were made available by Microsoft in a closed-course Kinect SDK3 

(software development kit). An open-source alternative called the OpenNI4 framework also provides access to 

the sensor streams. OpenNI was developed by a consortium of companies lead by PrimeSense, who also 

published the closed source NITE middleware module for OpenNI to perform body tracking and hand tracking 

similarly to Microsoft’s SDK. 

 

The availability of complete hand- and body-tracking solutions for the Kinect (and ASUS Xtion Pro) has meant 

that many gesture recognition researchers have focused on classification methods and applications rather than 

hand localization techniques. Of the papers reviewed, 22 use the Kinect as the depth sensor for gesture 
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recognition [5-26], and of these 9 use OpenNI and the NITE middleware for hand tracking [10, 14-16, 18, 21, 

22, 25, 26], as opposed to implementing a method of their own. 

 

B. Other Depth Sensors and Systems 

Apart from structured light cameras like the Kinect and Xtion Pro, the most popular depth sensor types used are 

Time of Flight (ToF) cameras and stereoscopic cameras. ToF cameras (such as the SwissRanger5 from Mesa 

Imaging) determine pixel depths in one of two ways: by measuring the round-trip flight-time of light projected 

onto the scene and reflected back to the sensor, or by measuring the phase-shift of the reflected light. ToF 

cameras produce accurate depth images at a high frame rate (50 fps), but at a relatively low resolution 

(144x176). Nine of the papers reviewed use a ToF camera [27-35]. 

 

Stereoscopic camera systems capture two simultaneous images from a pair of calibrated video cameras, and use 

image registration methods to create a disparity map that approximates per-pixel depth. Stereo systems produce 

lower-fidelity depth images than ToF cameras, and they require computational overhead to solve the image 

registration problem for each image pair. However, stereo cameras work well in bright light and can be built 

with standard video cameras. Commercial stereoscopic camera systems, such as the Bumblebee6 from Point 

Grey, are also available. Four of the papers reviewed use stereo camera systems [36-39]. 

 

Two papers used less common approaches for depth image acquisition. Malassiotis [40] used a coded light 

approach, which is a precursor to structured light methods. The method projects bands of light of different 

thicknesses onto an object and measures differences in the observed image. And Feris [41] and used a type of 

shadow analysis to infer depth information in an image. The method uses multiple light sources and a single 

camera to detect depth discontinuities, which appear as shadows in the collected images. Both of these methods 

rely on carefully controlled lighting for the scene. 

 

III. HAND-LOCALIZATION METHODS 
The problem of locating the hands in an image is essential to gesture recognition and is split into two sub-

problems: hand segmentation, and hand tracking. Hand segmentation is the problem of determining which 

pixels in an image belong to a hand, and hand tracking is the problem of determining the trajectory of a hand in 

a sequence of images. The papers reviewed describe a variety of approaches that take advantage of depth 

information to solve these problems. 

 

A. Hand segmentation 

The advantage of depth cameras over color cameras for gesture recognition is perhaps most evident when 

performing hand segmentation. In applications where the user is expected to face the depth camera and hold 

their hands out in front of themselves for gesturing, it is common to simply use a depth threshold to isolate the 

hands. This method is used directly by Zhenyao [27], Breuer [28], Xia [30], Uebersax [34], Yoo [35], Du [7], 

Frati [17], Ren [11] and Trigueiros [24]. Depth thresholding determines the hands to be those points between 

some near and far distance thresholds around the Z (depth) value of the expected centroid of the hand – which 

can be either predetermined and instructed to the user, or determined as the nearest point in the scene. An 

effective method to reduce susceptibility to noise is to also place bounds on the area of the detected hand – that 

is, place limits on the number of pixels expected in the blob segmented by depth thresholding. Li [29] and 

Klompmaker [20] both use this modification. Another modification to depth thresholding is to determine the 

predicted hand depth according to the location of other body parts, rather than assuming the hand is necessarily 

the closest object in the scene. Cerlinca [36] and Van den Bergh [31] both use the robust face detector available 

in OpenCV7 (an implementation of the very popular Viola-Jones object-detection method [42]) to determine the 

head location and then estimate candidate hand locations. Fujimura [33] used body detection based on 

Karhunen-Loeve Decomposition to estimate hand locations. Biswas [5] used depth thresholding to segment 

bodies from the background in depth images, but used depth histograms rather than hard cutoff values to ensure 

continuous regions and reduce noise. 

 

Without the use of depth information the most common methods for hand segmentation are skin-color maps [2, 

3] and cascaded classifiers on Haar-like features [43, 44]. Skin-color-based segmentation suffers most 

significantly from a weakness against lighting changes, even when using a illumination-invariant color scheme. 

However, Oikonomidis [8]and Tang [12] combined skin color and depth threshold to achieve better hand 

segmentation. 
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Another set of hand segmentation methods seen in the literature are clustering and region growing. Clustering 

works by combining near points into contiguous regions, and region growing works by seeding a point inside 

the desired area and looking for connected points to grow and fill the region. Region growing works well for 

segmentation in depth images because a free-moving hand in a depth images can be expected to have depth 

discontinuities at its border, which would tightly bound the growing region to the hand only. Droeschel [32] 

uses region growing seeded by a face detector, then segments the arms from the body by estimating the diameter 

of the torso and removing it, and finally identifying the hands in the arm regions as the points reached latest 

from the head by the region growing process. Chen [6] used estimated position of the hand according to the 

previous frame to seed a region growing method for hand segmentation. And Malassiotis [40] used a 

hierarchical clustering method to segment the hand and arms together, then used statistical modeling to separate 

the hand from the arm. 

 

Less general approaches to hand segmentation can take advantage of certain conditions in an application. Jojic 

[38] exploits a special case where the appearance of the background is known, and so uses static background 

subtraction for segmentation. Park [9], Raheja [10] and Yang [13] ask the user to wave their hand at the 

beginning of an interaction and use motion images (the accumulated difference between successive frames) to 

determine the hand’s location as an area of high motion then use depth thresholding at that point for 

segmentation. And Wang [37] and Feris [41] use shadow analysis to find depth discontinuities and thus create a 

silhouette of the hand; however, this method only works well in very controlled lighting. 

 

B. Hand Tracking 

Hand tracking captures temporal as well as spatial information and so is well suited as a precursor to dynamic 

gesture recognition. The Kinect in particular was developed for full-body motion tracking, and both the OpenNI 

framework (via the NITE middleware) and the Microsoft Kinect SDK provide fully articulated 20 point body 

tracking with nodes for each hand. Perhaps because it was available earlier, the NITE body tracking solution is 

more popular in the research community. NITE also provides waist-up body tracking (useful for gesturing while 

sitting down) and hand detection via a wave gesture (similar to [9, 10, 13]). Unlike the official Kinect SDK 

though, NITE does require a calibration pose to initialize body tracking8. Avancini [14], Bellmore [15], Chang 

[16], Frati [17], Hassani [18], Lai [21], Ramey [22], and Zafrulla [26] all directly use the NITE body tracking 

solution to track the position of the hands in a sequence. 

 

Six papers reviewed implemented their own hand tracking method. The tracking algorithms used were the 

Kalman filter (used by Park [9] and Trigueiros [24]), CAMSHIFT (used by Yoo [35] and Yang [13]), and mean 

shift (used by Chen [6] and Keskin [19]). The Kalman filter is a recursive least squares estimate of the state of a 

dynamic system. For gesture recognition, the state being estimated is the position and orientation of the hand in 

subsequent frames. Mean shift is an iterative mode-finding algorithm that uses gradient descent to estimate the 

direction and velocity an area’s movement (a hand in this situation). Mean shift works well for deformable 

objects, making it well suited for hand tracking. CAMSHIFT (continuous adaptive mean shift) is an extension of 

mean shift that dynamically adapts the region size being compared, thus making it robust to scaling changes. 

 

IV. GESTURE RECOGNITION METHODS 
Once a hand’s position and shape are known, its motion or shape deformations can be used as inputs to a 

classification algorithm that generates predictions of a gesture being performed or a posture being held. This 

section describes the types of gestures and postures classified by papers reviewed, and the classification 

methods used. 

 

A. Gesture Types 

Gestures, according to McNeill [4], fall broadly into four categories: gesticulations (which accompany speech 

and are often used for emphasis), emblems (which form part of a mutually understood gesture code, e.g. the 

“OK” sign), pantomimes (which are used in the absence of speech but are not part of a “code”), and sign 

language (which replaces speech altogether). In this context, gesture recognition for HCI and HRI is primarily 

split between using gesticulations, emblems and pantomimes to create new forms of interaction, and attempting 

to achieve automated sign language recognition for the deaf and thus enable natural communication for a set of 

users. 

 

This split between communication and interaction is evident in the papers reviewed. Accounting for the 

communication side of gesture recognition, six papers applied classification on sign language. Malassiotis [40] 
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classified letters from the Greek sign language alphabet, and Feris [41] and Keskin [19] did the same for 

American Sign Language (ASL). Fujimura [33] and Zafrulla [26] implemented gesture recognition of sign 

language words in Japanese and English, respectively. And Uebersax [34] used both letters and words in ASL. 

On the interaction side, the most prominent gesture type recognized in the reviewed literature is pointing. Jojic 

[38], Droeschel [32] and Van den Bergh [25] all feature pointing gestures in their work. Pointing is a 

gesticulation-type gesture because it can accompany speech and be used to convey information (about direction 

in this case) better than the verbal equivalent. Pointing gestures are, in fact, common enough that they have their 

own gesture category: deictic gestures. For HRI in particular, deictic gestures can be intuitively used to direct a 

robot’s movement, or guide its attention – much as we do with other people. 

 

Other gesture types in the reviewed papers were more general-purpose. Finger counting gestures appeared in the 

works of Zhenyao [27], Li [29], Liu [30], Du [7], and Ren [11], and gestures for menu navigation were seen in 

papers by Van den Bergh [31], Konda [39], Biswas [5], Tang [12], Yang [13], Lai [21], Bellmore [15], Hassani 

[18], and Riener [23].These two gesture types can be applied to a variety of applications, and it is clear this was 

a motivation for their selection by the authors. In McNeill’s gesture taxonomy, finger counting gestures are 

classified as emblems, because they have a common verbal equivalent to everyone, and the spoken and gestural 

versions are generally interchangeable in common use, while gestures for menu navigation are pantomimes 

because they are used in favor of speech rather than as an equal alternative to a verbal counterpart. For example, 

using a swiping gesture to navigate up and down through a list could conceivably be replaced by the vocal 

commands “up” and “down,” but it is not a reasonable expectation that users would consider the two interface 

types equal. Some interface tasks are better suited for gestures. 

 

The remaining gesture types observed in the literature review were very application-specific, such as Wang’s 

[37] set of boxing moves for a video game, and Chang’s [16] set of arm movements for exercise. Additionally, 

though it was not the focus of this survey, four reviewed papers applied model-based pose estimation in lieu of 

or in addition to classifying gestures. Breuer [28] performed a 7 DOF model estimation using Principle 

Components Analysis (PCA) and an iterative optimization method for model fitting based on a Hausdorff 

distance objective function. Oikonomidis [8] produced a full 26 DOF hand model on depth data using Particle 

Swarm Analysis (PSO). And Keskin [19] adapted Shotton’s highly robust pose estimation method (which is 

what is used by the official Kinect SDK and the Xbox 360) for hands, then used the extracted skeleton joints as 

features for recognizing the set of ten numeric digits in ASL. 

 

B. Gesture Classification 

Once the appropriate hand features have been extracted from the depth image (such as the location of the hand 

centroid or fingertips, or the segmented hand silhouette or depth sub-image), and once a gesture set has been 

selected, gesture classification can be accomplished by standard machine learning classifiers or a special-

purpose classifier that takes advantage of the features selected. 

 

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are used for data containing temporal information and they are known to have 

high classification rates, and so are quite popular for classifying dynamic gestures. Wang [37], Tang [12], Yang 

[13], Hassani [18], and Zafrulla [26] all use HMMs in a straightforward manner for gesture classification. 

Droeschel [32] uses HMMs to detect pointing gestures, but then uses Gaussian Process Regression to estimate 

pointing direction. Similarly, k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) classifiers are popular for static poses because of 

their high classification rates despite being very simple to implement. Malassiotis [40] uses a pure k-NN pose 

classifier, but Van den Berge [25, 31] and Feris [41] opted to apply some preprocessing first. Van den Berge 

uses Average Neighborhood Margin Maximization (ANMM) for dimensionality reduction, and Feris uses a 

histogram-based shape descriptor to extract good features. 

 

Neural Networks [19, 39] and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [5, 12, 19] are also commonly used for pose 

and gesture recognition, and both require minimal preprocessing of data (though SVMs are notoriously difficult 

to implement). Template matching methods are on the other hand a more involved process. Li [29] uses 

Template Matching for static poses, but a Finite State Machine classifier for dynamic gestures. Xia [30] applies 

a Chamfer Distance transform before using Template Matching on static poses, then uses a Least Squares 

regression method for trajectory estimation and an unspecified ensemble classifier to match complete gesture 

patterns. Ren [11] uses Template Matching on features transformed by a Finger-Earth Mover’s Distance. And 

Ramey [22] uses Finite State Machines to codify hand motion, a search tree for gesture representation, and 

Template Matching on paths through the search tree for classification. 
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Less common classification methods include table-based classifiers (used by Fujimura [33]) and Expectation 

Maximization (used over Gaussian Mixture Models by Jojic [38]to detect pointing gestures, followed by PCA to 

determine pointing direction). Du [7] created a custom classifier that simply counts the number of convex points 

in a hand silhouette for classification over a small set of static poses. Bellmore’s gesture classifier uses 

thresholded Euclidean distance between two skeletal points to detect a small gesture set. And Uebersax [34] 

uses three different classifiers for labeling sign letters – one based on ANMM, one based on pixel-wise depth 

difference between observed hands and hypothetical models, and one based on estimated hand rotation – and 

then takes a weighted sum of letter confidences to compute a spelled word score. 

 

V. APPLICATIONS AND ENVIRONMENTS 
The variety of the applications for gesture recognition methods presented in the papers was more limited that the 

variety of methods themselves. The majority of the applications (75%) fell into one of three categories: 

interactive displays/tabletops/whiteboards [14, 15, 20, 35, 38], robot motion control [24, 25, 32, 39], and sign 

language recognition [19, 26, 33, 34, 40, 41]. The remaining papers addressed exercise for physical 

rehabilitation (Chang [16]) and the elderly (Hassani [18]), novel interfaces for mobile devices (Lai [21]), 

interaction with social robots (Ramey [22]), in-car computer interfaces (Riener [23]), and enhancing wearable 

haptics with better position sensing (Frati [17]). It is notable that all of the applications outside the three main 

categories were seen in papers that used the Kinect as the depth sensor, and in all but one of these (Frati [17]) 

the hand localization was accomplished via the OpenNI/NITE hand tracking methods. 

 

In 23 papers, the users of the gesture recognition systems were directed to stand or sit in front of the depth 

sensor at a reasonable range for the sensor and with the hands placed so as to be easily located by the system. 

The only exception was Fujimura [33], who testing his body detection algorithm under different orientations and 

distances. All but two systems were also used indoors under controlled lighting. The two exceptions were 

Konda [39], who used his robot motion control system in an outdoors setting; and Riener [23], whose Driver-

Vehicle Interface is ostensibly operated within a car. In effect, very little work has been done to use depth 

cameras for gesture recognition in settings that are challenging to other systems, and similarly the limits of the 

new depth-based systems have not been explored. 

 

Although several papers use the Kinect (22 papers) and the OpenNI/NITE hand tracking solution (9 papers) for 

low-cost and easy hand localization that can then be used for gesture recognition, this approach suffers from 

some limitations. As Lai [21] points out, the skeleton tracking tends to fail in bright sunlight, presumably 

because the Kinect’s IR structured light pattern becomes washed out, leaving the sensor unable to detect 

distance. Additionally, using the NITE skeletal tracking method (prior to version 1.5.0.1) requires that the user 

stand in a calibration pose for approximately 10 seconds before body tracking is initialized. This means that the 

Kinect/ OpenNI/NITE approach is really only suited to applications with a face-forward interaction in an indoor 

setting and with the user sitting or standing. 

 

Many applications for depth-based gesture recognition have not yet been explored. These include using such 

systems in very low illumination or complete darkness, and in environments with a lot of debris which may 

appear as noise in a depth image. The location and orientation of users in the scene has seen very little variety, 

so these systems have not yet been used for settings where the user is not in a sitting or standing position (such 

as lying down), or is not actively facing the sensor, or there are multiple users in the scene. In particular, a user 

lying down (or otherwise in contact with objects in their environment) may pose a technical challenge to the 

hand localization methods used with depth cameras. Other missing applications include situations where the 

user is unfamiliar with the system and gesture set, such as systems that provide feedback to the user or learn a 

gesture set from the user. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Among the 37 papers reviewed, 13 methods were used for hand localization, and 11 more were used for gesture 

classification. 24 of the papers included real-world applications to test a gesture recognition system and a total 

of 8 categories of applications were used. However, 3 of the applications account for 75% of those papers. 

Though five different types of depth sensors were used, the Kinect was by far the most popular (used by 21 of 

the papers). The Kinect also has available hand-tracking software libraries that were used by 8 of the papers, and 

the papers that used the Kinect tended to focus more on applications than on localization and classification 

techniques. 
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Returning to the three questions posed in the Introduction:What methods are being used to achieve hand 

localization and gesture recognition with depth cameras? A total of 10 methods are commonly used for hand 

tracking and gesture recognition in the papers reviewed (2 for segmentation, 3 for tracking, and 5 for 

classification). Hand segmentation is most commonly accomplished using depth thresholding or region growing 

techniques. Hand tracking is done using Kalman filters and mean shift, though a significant number of 

researchers use the NITE body- and hand-tracking module for OpenNI rather than implement their own. And 

gesture classification is done with a variety of classification algorithms, including Hidden Markov Models, k-

Nearest Neighbors, Artificial Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines, and Finite State Machines. The 

significance of the methods used is that while standard machine learning algorithms are used for gesture 

classification, hand localization – in particular hand segmentation – has more specialized approaches. Also, 

custom hand detection and tracking methods are being replaced by off-the-shelf solutions such as PrimeSense’s 

NITE module for the OpenNI framework. 

 

What applications and environments are researchers testing their methods in? Do they test them in situations 

where their depth-based methods have supposed advantages over video-based methods? Are the limitations of 

depth-based systems tested? The range of applications presented is still quite limited. Very little work has been 

done that capitalizes on the advantages of depth cameras over color/intensity cameras for gesture recognition, 

and the applications developed do not yet test the limitations of depth-based gesture recognition. Also, with the 

exception of sign language recognition, the majority of applications seen are novelty interfaces for consumer 

products. Still missing are utility applications of gesture recognition that can take advantage of depth 

information (perhaps together with color information) in challenging environments. 

 

How has the release of the Kinect and associated libraries affected research in gesture recognition? The release 

of the Kinect has not only lead to an increase in the number of researchers investigating depth-based gesture 

recognition, but it has also seemed to shift the focus of the research from localization and classification methods 

to applications. Among the 18 reviewed papers not using the Kinect, 13 different methods are used for hand 

segmentation and tracking, 11 different methods are used for gesture classification, but all described 

applications fall into one of only three groups (as listed in Section V). By comparison, among the 22 reviewed 

papers that do use the Kinect, only 7 methods are used for hand segmentation and tracking, 7 methods are used 

for gesture classification, and 8 categories of applications are presented. In particular, 6 of the 8 applications are 

presented in the 8 papers that use the NITE skeletal and hand tracking module. 

 

This survey summarizes the techniques that have been used for hand localization and gesture classification in 

the gesture recognition literature, but shows that very little variety has been seen in the real-world applications 

used to test these techniques. Applications that take advantage of depth information in challenging environments 

(such as hand detection and gesture recognition low lighting, or gesture recognition with occlusions) are still 

missing, as are applications that test the limitations of depth sensors (such as tolerance to noise in depth images, 

and detecting hands with limited range of motion or in close contact with objects). 
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